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Survey Says: Trin Fails
in Food, Tripod, SGA
AWSON PICKENS '12
NEWS EDITOR

The Student Government Association (SGA) recently
released the results of their fourth annual spring survey in an
interoffice memorandum. The SGA randomly selected 1,062
students to complete the survey, which was fielded by the
International Research and Planning Institution in March. The
results reflect the opinions of 338 students, a 38 percent
response rate, and were announced on Sunday, April 18. There
was a drop in student response rate for the Spring 2010 survey
compared to the 38 percent response rate in the Spring 2009, a
43 percent rate in Fall 2009, and 54 percent in Fall 2008.
The survey asked questions to rate . and respond to their
experiences with multiple aspects of campus life including food,
media, transportation, dormitories, recycling, intramural
sports, the SGA, Entertainment Activities Council (EAC), etc.
In regards to food on campus, students were asked to rate the
quality, variety, and hours of dining at Mather, the Cave, and
the Bistro on a scale from one to 10. On average, students gave
Mather a rating of 5.5 for quality, 5.3 for variety, and 5.4 for

HANDS UP FOR SPRING WEEKEND
Despite a rain relocation to Koeppel Community Center, the Spring Weekend
Concert featuring LMFAO, Mickey Avalon, and Snoop Dogg was held as
plann~d to a.-sold-.o'1t _crowd on-Sunday.. For riiore pic.tures, see Art~ nn p~ J3.,..

see SURVEY on page 7

Educational Studies Prof
Awarded NEH Fellowship
GREG LEITAO '12
NEWS EDITOR

All pictures by JULIA McGHEE '131 STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

SENIORS SHARE ExPERIENCE IN lNrERVIEWS
ZANDER WHITE '12
NEWS WRITER

Trinity is in the process of
completing its first-ever round
of senior exit interviews,
organized by the Social
Science Center. The target is
to get 50 seniors to sit down
and talk with one of seven
members of the faculty from a
department different than
that of their major. Questions
focus on students' experiences
and expectations at Trinity,
and the College hopes to be
able to use the overall trends
from the responses to improve
various areas of the Trinity
education.
Professors are given three
pages of questions to ask each
student, and the interviews

can last from a half· hour to
two hours, depending on how
talkative the students are.
The idea behind the initiative .
is that while online, multiple·
choice surveys can give the
administration an idea of how
students feel, talking with
students is both more inform·
ative and helpful in making
sure that the faculty is in
touch with the feelings of the
student body.
Director of the Sociel
Sciences
Center Rachael
Barlow started last spring
with a randomized list of 200
students. The interviews from
last year's pilot program were
conducted during senior week,
which only netted a total of
nine completed surveys. These
are being combined with the

more than 50 taken from this
year's effort, which started in
March, and the data will be
analyzed this summer. The
same survey has been used for
both years, and it was taken
from another small, liberal
arts college. Trinity's faculty
has been ,generally ' pleased
with the questions from the
survey, though several will be
changed for next year.
Any senior is able to inter
view, though interviews for
this year are coming to a close.
"Rising seniors should expect
an e·mail in early March from
the Dean of Faculty's Office,"
said Barlow. "No student will
be denied an interview, espe·
cially those coming from

Associate Professor of
Educational Studies Jack
Dougherty and the University
of Connecticut have been
awarded a $100,800 fellow·
ship from the National
Endowment
for
the
Humanities
(NEH).
The
money will support collabora ·
tive work between scholars
and digitial humanities cen·
ters which will perform histor
ical research and develop
online interactive maps of the
Greater Hartford area.
The fellowship is one of 286
humanities grants funded by
the NEH, although it is the
only digitial humanties one
awarded. The funds will be
split between Trinity College
and the Map and Geographic
Information Center (MAGIC)
at UConn's campus in Storrs,
Conn. and will provide a par

tion of MAGIC's costs for the
2010·2011 year.
According to its Web site,
MAGIC
"collects
maps,
atlases, gazetteers, aerial pho·
tographs, and digital geospa·
tial data pertaining to the
state of Connecticut, New
England and the world.
MAGIC
digitizes
public·
domain and copyright free
maps and resources in order
to enable researchers to have
digital
access
to
this
resources. MAGIC's is focused
on 'Digitizing the Past to
Empower
21st
Century
Research' as we work to devel·
op a interdisciplinary callee·
tion of geospatial resources
and maps which f~cus upon
the state of Connecticut.
MAGIC provides assistance
with GIS questions, Web Map
Service (WMS), and Mash·ups
utilizing data on the MAGIC

see PROFESSOR on page 6
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Tripod Editorial
Relay for Life Worthwhile Event
This
week's
Tripod
includes heaps of coverage of
'frinity's
annual
Spring
Weekend. The centerfold
spread contains pictures of
happy students enjoying the
festivities, the Opinions section has some responses to the
weekend events, and the Arts
section includes coverage of
the musical performances. In
fact, remnants of this past
weekend
are
scattered
throughout the Tripod. Trinity
students look forward to
Spring Weekend all year, and
most of us use the weekend as
a welcome break from schoolwork before the final push of
the semester. For many, it is a
semester highlight.
This upcoming Friday
night another important event ·
on campus will be held, the
annual Relay for Life. The
Relay is a national fundraiser
for the American Cancer
Society, and the money raised
goes to cancer treatment, support, and research. This year
the event at Trinity will be
held
m
the
Koeppel
Community Sports Center
instead of on the track, allow-

ing for warmth (and light!)
throughout the 12-hour event.
While not quite the extravaganza of a Spring Weekend
event, the Relay raises money
for a great cause and is supplemented by fun events.
More than 60 teams have
signed up for this Friday's
Relay, meaning that many
members of the community
will be in attendance. The
organizers of the Relay have
worked really hard to make
this not only a productive
fundraiser, but also a fun
night for the entire campus.
Changes have been made from
previous Relays, and tons of
activities
are
planned
throughout the evening, making the Relay a fun place to
gather with friends on Friday
evening and into the wee
hours of Saturday morning.
I believe that the Relay for
Life at Trinity has the potential to bring together the com munity in an entirely different
way than Spring V\eekend.
Instead of uniting to celebrate
the warm weather and the
approaching summer, the
Relay can potentially bring

together the campus to
acknowledge something far
more universal. Cancer affects
us all, and Trinity College is
just one location of many
across 19 countries. As the
front page reports this week,
the Trinity Relay already has
almost 500 participants and
has raised more than $26,000.
The Relay still has a way to go
before it reaches its final
fundraising goal, but there is
still time. Go to the event on
Friday, bring your friends, buy
a luminary to honor someone
touched by cancer, and support your peers who dedicated
hours of time and energy to
put together this great event.
You can still sign up or donate
online. (Even the Tripod team
is taking donations!) This
should not be one of the events
that slips through the cracks,
overshadowed by final exam
preparation or Friday night
festivities. The school and the
organizers deserve our support, along with the very worthy cause of the American
Cancer Society.
-S.E.H.

Yet Another Alternative Spring Weekend
I always feel a little out of
place come Spring Weekend,
because unlike the majority of
the students at Trinity, it's not
the thing I look forward to most
during the spring semester (or
for some people, the entire year).
This is the third year I've
skipped out on the festivities,
and I guess a part of me regrets
missing out on a quintessential
part of the Trinity experience one they don't include in the
Admissions brochures, of course.
Still, if I had to do it over again, I
think I'd do things the same way,
and here's why:
1) I have cash flow problems.
In a bad way. I have two credit
cards that I like to abuse on a
regular basis (one more than the
other, considering I am trying to
pay off the new computer I had
to get in November. Don't ever
buy a Sony or a Toshiba, you're
just going to wind up disappointed), and a number of campus jobs
that don't quite make up for my
spending habits I monthly
expenses. So blowing another
$20 (not to mention the money
I'll inevitably spend on food once
Chartwells closes up shop on

Sunday for the concert) on a con- know what? Shut up.) Talking on
cert I don't even want to go to the phone isn't the same after a
(see below) is just stupid. Also, while, and it's actually been a
I'm totally saving up the money I pretty long time since spring
don't have to buy Muse tickets on break - the last time I saw her
Wednesday, so... sacrifices have - came and went. Plus, doing
to be made. (October 23, you laundry at home? It's free. And I
couldn't be here sooner.)
can escape eating from the trash2) I am a little bit of a music cans of Hell (i.e. the Cave) for a
snob. (If you know me well, you few days. Oh, and my mom
know this is a gross understate- makes a kickass whiskey sour, so
ment.) Before the Tripod broke y'all can take your Natty Ice and
the news that they were coming shove it!
to Trinity for Spring Weekend, I
4) Finals are looming, and all
thought "LMFAO" was just an that homework I forgot to do this
extremely exuberant response to semester in favor of sleeping and
my sparkling wit from an AIM working at the Tripod is starting
buddy. As far as I'm concerned, a to weigh heavily on my shoulgroup whose major song is called ders. Having some time away
"Shots" doesn't deserve to be on from the chaos of Spring
my radar. (I'm aware that this Weekend helped me get at least
makes me sound like a hipster a little bit of my work done.
douche. I'm trying to kick the
Perhaps next year - providhabit, but it's like cracking my ed there's some quality enterknuckles . . . I don't even realize tainment - I'll partake in the
I'm doing it.) EAC got my hopes debauchery of Spring Weekend.
up by mentioning MGMT on that After all, I'm sure I'll need a
survey they sent out earlier this break after completing a yearyear ... but I guess Snoop Dogg is long thesis on insanity in
a pretty cool alternative. (I was a Victorian literature. But for now
big fan of Starsky & Hutch back . . . no regrets.
in the day. 'Sup, Huggy Bear?)
3) I miss my mom. (Yeah, you
- E.A.A.

Tripoa Editorial

HIGHLIGHT ()F THE WEEK
"Despile the fact I.hat I had no idea whal my superiors actually did for a living, l quickly became lhe Patrick Bateman of upstate N.Y. Thal pa:t1 is not a lie. l am not suggesting lhat l was particularly successful at Ill) job, be<'ause 1 wasn't. The comparison is relevant because of lhe myriad olher parallels that c>..ist between us. 1'or instance, we
both share a penchant for Valentino suits and Phil Collins~ solo work."

Meg McEvoy '11 on summer employment, pg. 14
lrtpod

t;d1torials represent file views o1 tne executive ooard ot lbt lrtntfy lrtpod,
comprised of the Editor-in-Chief and the Managing Editor.
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"I Don't Believe In Embarrassment" Qualms With the Trinity
Housing Lottery
SARAH QUIRK '11

As a board member of the
Entertainment
Activities
Committee (EAC) at Trinity, I
was very much involved in
both planning and working
this Sunday's Spring Weekend
concert that was held in the
Koeppel
Sports
Center.
Despite not feeling so hot on
Sunday morning (props to Psi
U for putting on a great show
Saturday night), I arrived at
the rink at 9:30 a.m. and didn't get back to my room until 6
p.m. With an all-access pass
and a show that ran quite
smoothly, despite some sound
check time delays, you could
say we had some free time on
our hands.
As I assume most of you
know, the three performers
that played this past Sunday
were LMFAO, Mickey Avalon,
and Snoop Dogg. They each
were given dressing rooms
(hockey locker rooms) in the
center, which we set up with
the items they had requested
on their rider list. Being the
baller famous people they are,
they all showed up as late as
they possibly could before
going on stage, especially
Snoop, so we were all anxiously awaiting their arrival backstage. Now I've always

more or less normal people
too. This is mostly because I
try not to make a fool of myself
on a daily basis, but some·
times I fail miserably. Sunday
was an epic fail.
After
throwing
out
Mickey's name in the planning
of last year's Spring Weekend
concert, which went slightly
awry due to some domestic
abuse on the part of Chris
Brown (such a stand-up guy) , I
decided to push harder for him
to come this year because well,
I love him. Maybe not him, but
definitely
his
music.
Truthfully, I'm kind of terrified of him. Regardless, I was
embarrassingly excited to see
him, and I'm fairly certain
anyone who ran into me
noticed. Perhaps the only person more excited was Meghan
McEvoy who was so pleased
with my push for Mickey I was
receiving "god bless squirk"
texts from her while he was
performing.
When he came in the building and we ushered him into
his room, I very tentatively
(i.e. awkwardly) said "hi" to
him, to which he responded
with a half smile and a wave,
and I nearly passed out. Then
I brought cups into his room,
because obviously all of the
artists, as LMFAO so nicely
put while they were on-stage

thought of myself as the type

were getting "f-ed up in their

that we almost touched were
when I brought the cups in
and he thanked me . Between
that and the hello from before
I bounded down the hallway
and leaped onto a fellow EAC
member (sorry, Sam) and told
him that Mickey had spoken
to me and ran away skipping
with a slightly terrifying grin
on my face. I wish I could say I
am ashamed, but I'm not. In
the words of a friend (who
unfortunately wasn't able to
see the concert as she is
abroad), "I don't believe m
embarrassment."
Towards
the
end
of
LMFAO's surprisingly enjoyable set, I volunteered to go
pick up Popeye's fried chicken
for Snoop and his crew of 17 ...
no big deal. And as a side note:
that was the best phone con·
versation I have ever had ...
telling the Popeye's employees
that I'm sorry they're busy, but
I need to place a very large
order of chicken for Snoop
Dogg - no I will not call back.
Turns out the manager there
is a real fan. While we were in
Popeye's waiting for the order,
I was bouncing up and down
as if I hadn't gone to the bathroom in a month I was so anx·
ious about missing Mickey.
Thank god I wasn't driving or
I would have gotten myself,
and fellow chicken-fetcher
Abby Alderman, killed racing

that if I were to see a celebrity
I would act as normal as possible, because, well, they're

dressing room" before going on
stage. Nice. Anyway, eyelinerclad Mickey was so close to me

see ALMOST on page 5

OPINIONS WRITER

What Spring Weekend Means to Me
JAMES E. KUKSTIS '10
SENIOR EDITOR

Feel free to count me as
one of the many participating
in the loud collective groan
last Friday when we all got
the campus-wide e-mail confirming our fears: Sunday's
concert was, indeed, going to
be inside. No more 21+ section, no Sunday on the LSC
quad. No, no, the weather
gods had a different plan for
all of us momentarily-unhap·
py campers. In the year in
which Homecoming too was a
wash-out, how could this happen to us? What had we done
to deserve this?
I now realize how ridicu lous I must have sounded to
my friends after I read the email on my phone. We were at
Walmart searching for a snow
cone maker, and had just had
an argument because one of
them had claimed to have
inside information confirming
use of the Koeppel Center as a
rain location. The level of
unhappiness I felt seeing her
proven right was nothing com·
pared to the major disappointment of my senior Spring
Weekend concert being forced
inside. A Snoop Dogg concert,

at that. What a bummer!
I want to formally apologize to my friends who had to
listen to me complain about
this move, because I could not
have been more unjustified in
these
complaints.
The
Entertainment
Activities
Council (EAC) did a fantastic
job of moving the event inside,
and it seemed to go off without
a hitch.
I can't decide if I think this
is a good thing or a bad thing,
but the weekend reinforced
my understanding that it
takes a lot to get in the way of
Trinity kids having a good
time. Though it was hard to
believe after the bright blue
space that filled the sky
through Friday and Saturday
that rain might possibly be on
its menacing way, the foul
weather provided a fun new
challenge: how not to let a little thing like precipitation put
a literal damper on the biggest
of Spring Weekend festivities.
It just goes to show me not
to count my chickens before
they hatch or Snoop eats them
(see "I Don't Believe in
Embarrassment" by Sarah
Quirk '11, above). And maybe
not to use quite so many cliche
phrases. It's hard.

Even after it rained on our
parade (there I go again),
after giving it a chance I was
proudly shown, in the true
Trin style, that maybe when it
rains,
it
does
pour.
Awesomeness. I had more fun
at this concert than any of my
three previous; the spirit of
Spring Weekend isn't determined by Mother Nature's
influences or whatever artist
EAC picks, it's in the empty
Natty Light cans littering the
Quad Sunday morning, or
maybe, what resulted in those
cans. The "Spirit" of Spring
Weekend? 100 (percent) proof?
Weather proof?
And at the end of the weekend, toga packed away, lounging, eating Chinese food, and
watching My Best Friend's
Wedding
with
friends, I
thought back on my four years
here, and realized that
(besides what I've gained from
hard work and classes) this
might be the Trin I will cherish and miss the most. While I
might miss it, I think I'm
ready to go. This is what
Spring Weekend 2010 has
showed me: that this is an
experience for four years, a
great experience, but it need
not extend beyond that.

ABIGAIL ALDERMAN '11

requests in the middle of the
semester. There is no housing
lottery nonsense, nor are there
The housing lottery is some- hours wasted bargaining with
thing I dread engaging in every school authorities. UPenn stuyear. First, you spend the dents go online, and from that
weeks before the dreadful day Web site they are able to regisgoing through the process of ter their top five choices for
weighing your lottery number housing. With one person as the
in relation to your dorm desires. group leader, a group of stuThe second drawback occurs dents wishing to live together
when you have to spend hours can submit a unified request,
of your valuable Reading Days listing five mutual housing
melting in the scorching options.
Washington Room while you
After the students complete
wait for your number to be this process, it then becomes
called. While it is apparent that the administrators' duty to
we have a very full schedule grapple with the level of stuhere at Trinity and Reading dents past housing situations
Days seem like an opportune and present them with the best
time to accomplish the Housing option of their five choices. Not
Another
only does this take
Lottery, I feel as
though
our
issue that
the stress out of the
Housing Lottery
infuriates me
students' hands, it
could be run m a
also gives students
much more producabout the
options (instead of
tive
and
less
Housing
arnvmg in the
stressful manner.
Lottery is
Washington Room
One
of my
peoples' abiliand realizing that
largest complaints
ty to falsely
you
have
no
is with the way
appeal your
options.)
that lottery numlottery numAnother issue
hers are assigned.
her. I have
that infuriates me
Though the ratings
known stuabout the Housing
dents to comLottery is people's
of individual housing options is availplain about
ability to falsely
able somewhere on
appeal your lottery
the Trinity Web
rampant
number. I have
site, very few peomice that did
known students to
ple understand just
not exist and
complain
about
how badly they can
noise probrampant mice that
mess up their lotle ms that are
did not exist and
tery number for the
endured by
noise problems that
future by attaining
all.
are endured by all.
good housing as an
Though there are
underclassman.
certain circumstances where
Truthfully, I feel the worst lottery numbers are unfair
for First-years. While they can because of extreme situations,
request a single or a double, in most cases, people wiggle
they have very little knowledge their way out of unfortunate
about which dorms to request. lottery numbers.
Obviously, any student would
At Dickinson College, the
be elated to live in Elton for a school has implemented a sysyear. The rooms are spacious tem that removes the issue of
and the dorm just seems clean- friends having lower lottery
er than other First Year hous- numbers than your own.
ing options. However, when Dickinson's system does have
Elton residents receive their its drawbacks. Whichever perlottery numbers in the spring, son has the earliest time slot
they fall at the very bottom of (equivalent of lottery number)
the totem poll.
is allowed to bring all of their
Along the same lines, I potential roommates in with
know many First-year students them. While this system is
who are placed in a mainly unfair for people who were
upperclassman dorm, such as given earlier time slots in the
Funston, and receive an first place, at least students are
extremely high lottery number. not faced with the problem of
Even though their singles are living without their friends
bigger than singles elsewhere, because of their placement.
these First-Year students are
In the end, I think there will
ostracized from their fellow be pitfalls to any college or uniclassmates. They, along with versity's housing placement
the Elton·ers, are stuck with process. Nevertheless, I do
obscene lottery numbers while think that Trinity has the
all of their friends in North go power and knowhow to improve
and get quads without them.
our current system. Whether it
In discussing this · matter be developing a Web site that
with friends who attend other would allow students to submit
schools, I have realized how requests in advance or consoligood we could have it. At the dating our current system, it is
University of Pennsylvania stu- time to improve upon a longdents submit their housing fl.awed structure.
OPINIONS EDITOR

Opinions put forth in this section are those of the writers themselves and <h not reflect the views of The Trinity Tripod nor of its staff.
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Steroids and Sex Addicts
Infect the Sports World
MATT McCULLOUGH '12
OPINIONS CONTRIBUTOR

John
Downes-Angus in the job market. But I'll pick
(JDA) : What should juniors on you since I know you well.
like me to do prepare for our Your trying to get an internship
final year at Trinity? Should we is precisely the thing that people
prepare for our final year at should do; you should get in the
school? Should we focus our door in anyway you can, just get
attention on post-graduation in the door, in something you
have a passion for. The thing
plans?
James F. Jones, Jr. (JJ): that would bother me I think is
The important thing there having to settle for something
would be to think of the Chinese that you have no passion for.
character for crisis, which is the And I look at people who do that
same character as opportunity. with pity, because I never did it.
So on one hand, I would tell you I never wanted to be anywhere
to take advantage of the rela- other than school, sometimes I
tionships that you've forged think I knew that about the
here. I'm going to say this in the third day of kindergarten. I just
convocation speech in the fall, loved the whole thing, I the
but I was visiting an alumnus, smell of the books, I loved the
he's older than I am, the guy teacher teaching me something
must be pushing 70, in Coconut or other I needed to know, I
Grove, Fla this winter. I asked liked the camaraderie of the
him from the vantage point of 50 people in my classes, and I think
years, what did he remember most teachers know that stuff
most about his time at Trinity? early on. So, on the career devel·
And he said that it was the opment front I would tell you to
greatest moment of joy he had get as broad a curriculum as you
ever known and that he spent can. I could shake the seniors
his entire life trying to recreate that go to the Career Services
it. And I think that's true about office in early April of their sen·
the magic of the place, I hear ior year and then get mad that
ruminations like that all across by the day after Commencement
the country. So, I would tell you the Career Services people
on one hand, juniors thinking haven't found them a job. I
about being seniors come the mean, like what planet have you
fall, which is like next Tuesday been on the last three·and·aafternoon, I would tell you to half·years while at Trinity. Are
prepare, to start preparing now you in a fog? What's the matter
to leave, even though the closer with you? So, the reason that
the leave date gets, the stranger we're trying structurally to help
you will find you will behave. all of you is to try to make sure
Like the young woman who sent that if you do fall down and bust
me an e-mail last week that said your knees you can't turn to one
"Dear President Jones, Do I of us and say, "It's your fault"; so
have
to
leave
on the whole sophomore success
Commencement?" And, your program that's going gang
generation is faced with some busters is brute. Every time we
pretty serious obstacles. The do these things we have twice as
unemployment situation is many sophomores show up and
grim, the number of entry· level they're always voluntary and it's
jobs, although it's starting to always during a vacation, so
pick up a tiny bit, is still far less you're having to give up the end
than the number of you that are of the summer or winter break

or whatever it happens to be,
and the numbers double every
time we do this. I don't know
what we're going to do if the
numbers keep doubling, so we're
trying to get you all to focus on
thinking about where you're
going to go after you graduate
without giving into the felicities,
to quote Matthew Arnold again,
and we don't want you to turn
your last year of college into
vocational school. The liberal
arts are about preparing you for
your life as opposed to preparing
you to become a plumber, or
whatever. So, the Board of
Fellows will be here this weekend. Now these people, they're
in the Trinity choir with their
hymnals open to "'Neath the
Elms." They love this school,
they give back to the school, and
they care. The question we're
asking them is what tools
should we be putting in the tool·
boxes of you, your toolbox. So
that when you leave Trinity, if I
sign your diploma, (which I
might not) when you leave
Trinity do you have the right
things in your toolbox to have a
successful and happy adult life?
Well, those tools are going to be
incredibly different than the
tools that somebody had to put
in my toolbox. I've had four jobs,
and that's it. My oldest child has
now had six jobs, she gets a job
offer about every month, and
she just turned 35. And she's
moved to five different cities
from the time she was 22 years
old until the time she's 35; we
moved four times from the time
we were 22 until today. So the
pace of change is just radical.
And preparing you to go with
the flow, to use a cliche, is probably more important than show·
ing you wrench-turning tech·
niques so you'll be a good
plumber.

Interested in writing for the
Opinions Section?
Contact Abigail Alderman or Kelsey Kats at
abigail.alderman@trincoll. edu or
kelsey.kats@trincoll.edu for more
information!

As Tiger Woods begins to
slowly re-emerge onto the professional gelf scene, it is
uncertain how he will be
received following his sex
scandal that became the most
publicized extramarital affair
since the Bill Clinton saga.
After 11 alleged affairs with
waitresses, married women,
mothers, porn stars and even
a Playboy centerfotd, followed
by ongoing "sex rehab," Tiger
is now faced with a new flow
of criticisms he endures following the Masters, one of the
PGA's major golf tourna ments.
Tiger has appeared briefly
in two interviews and held
one press conference since the
car accident that commenced
his undoing.
Some have
voiced their sympathies for
Tiger. Others, like me, cannot
imagine ever forgiving him.
But now that Americans know
who the real Tiger is, how will
he be received following his
return? Either way, many
Americans feel somehow con nected to the Tiger scandal.
Reflecting on past athletes
that were exposed as frauds,
will Tiger be treated any differently? And if he is , what
can we
conclude
about
American values? Tiger has
opened a lens for examining
the values that exist in
America's public sphere.
In the last 10 years,
America has learned that star
athletes are not always the
players and upstanding citizens they seem. Particularly
in baseball, numerous athletic
icons have had their steroid
use exposed. Many like Mark
McGuire and Andy Pettitte
had denied using performance
enhancing drugs but were
ultimately proven guilty.
Roger Clemens and Sammy
Sosa, two of baseball's greatest players, each with enormous fan bases, were caught.
Before their drug usage was
discovered, these players were
amongst the most popular
athletes
m
the
world.
Watching them hit home runs
and win games was exciting
for fans because the players
held more talent than any
players around them. These
idols seemed genuine, hum ble, hard working and driven.
The enormous hype surrounding Tiger's affair raises
the question: why is Tiger
Woods so important to us?
What does he represent? I
believe the American obses·
sion stems from Tiger's reputation before the truth came
out.
He won golf tournaments,
and appeared in numerous
high ·profile ad campaigns
earning over 100 million dol lars a year. I believe that
many Americans feel as if
they have invested their time
and support in Tiger much

-like they invested in steroid
users. When Tiger was win·
ning
championships
and
reigning over the world ·of '
sports, he was hard not to
like .
As a result, many
Americans took interest in
Tiger and wanted to· see him·
succeed. Americans fell in
love with him because he was
such an incredible athlete. He
was unbeatable and often
appeared invincible. It's easy
to see why Tiger's fan base
was so vast. Americans like
winners.
When Tiger's sexual ram·
page was uncovered, his fans
were crushed. The virtuous,
loving, and sensitive family
man who happened to be the
greatest golfer ever to live was
really a sexual predator.
Similarly, the fans of the
Major League home run
champions were hurt when
they learned that the remarkable streak of power existed
because of illegal drug use .
The steroid user and Tiger
share an interesting sem·
blance. The disappointment
that shrouds both athletes
results from the disillusion
fans felt when their beliefs
that their idol transcended
reality
were
shattered.
However, even though the
steroid abuser broke the law, I
believe Tiger's actions were
far worse. Steroid users chose
to risk their re1rntations in the

sports world for a few more
years of glory and success.
Even though they succumbed
to the temptation of perform·
ance enhancers and chose to
cheat, they did so because
they felt pressure to maintain
a level of athletic production
that would have been otherwise impossible. Their profession was on the line. Tiger
felt no such pressure to maintain his career success. His
decisions were not provoked
by a fear of ending his career.
Fear did not play any role in
his affairs. I understand that
steroid users and Tiger both
lied and cheated but to me ,
Tiger's utter disregard for all
morals reveals a much more
disturbing character flaw.
Americans are going to
have to decide how they will
receive Tiger now that he has
returned to golf. I think it
would be wrong for Tiger 's
fans to forget his sins and
cheer him on as if nothing
happened.
For America to let Tiger off
the hook would be to surren der some of our moral founda tions along with him. After
lying about his performance
enhancement
and
being
caught, Mark McGwire is now
back in baseball as one of the
most beloved coaches in the
game.
By forgiving him so quickly, fans have missed the point.
Certain athletes continue to
display miserable judgment
because the fear of losing
their fans is not threatening.
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Censoring M******* and Our Freedom
mocked characters envious. If
only they could wield the power
that Muhammad has, then they
Buddha can do blow and would cease to be ridiculed too.
Jesus can watch porn, but god The two·part episode used
forbid the word Muhammad Muhammad's name in the first
is uttered. The 200th anniver half, but Comedy Central chose
sary episode of "South Park" to censor the name during the
certainly lived up to the fran- second part after receiving
from
the
group
chises controversial reputa· threats
RevolutionMuslim.com.
tion; however, the episode
We don't want Trey and Matt
received more than just a
to
suffer
the same fate as the
chuckle at "South Park"'s ever
Dutch
filmmaker
who died at the
so impressive political incor
hands
of
an
enraged
fanatic in
rectness ... it received a bomb
2004,
but
at
the
same
time, the
threat.
Almost all the beloved per show has always been resolute in
sonalities and factions that opposing social norms and cham·
have been satirized during pioning the first Amendment.
the show's 14-season tenure The show didn't receive death
were featured in the celebra· threats from the Catholic League
tory episode. Tom Cruise bemoaning Jesus' attempt at
defended his heterosexuality getting off or Buddhist groups
and even Scott Tenorman complaining about their idofs
made a cameo to reveal his nose candy.
The "South Park'' creators
true identity as Cartman's
half-brother. Amidst the mot· never made fun of Muhammad;
ley crew assembled stood one in fact, they did what they never
fuzzy·wuzzy apart from the do and maintained the integrity
of his statute. What the comedic
rest.
In 2006 Comedy Central geniuses had intended to do was
prohibited the producers of criticize the sensitivity of the
"South Park" to depict any Muslim response to Western
image of Muhammad on their media. No religious group has
show. The men were true to escaped "South Park"'s slam, so
their word and opted instead it's not as if the Muslims were
victimized
because
to render the religious figure being
as a motionless bear in their Buddhists, Jews, Christians, and
anniversary episode. The Mormons alike received their
episode played up the fair share of heat.
The parody relating to
prophet's untouchable status,
which made all of the other Muhammad was about self·cenKELSEY KATS '13
OPINIONS EDITOR

Jlongt e
.. . . ongu:>afk
"Being otuslde,
eltjoyln.g the weather and watching
the lax game."
Mike Ja.nten '11

"Sunday night at
Mather was dopel'

sorship more than anything. The
response of the American media
was stereotypical. They had an
opportunity to make a statement
in the face of intimidation and
public threat which they failed to
do. Of course one must consider
how far is appropriate to go to
make a point and if the collateral
is worth the damage.
In an interview with The
Huffi.ngton Post, Matt Stone
lamented, "to watch The New
York Times, Comedy Central,
everybody just go 'No, we're not
going to do it because basically
we're afraid of getting bombed'
sucked. I was so disappointed."
By the end of the episode all one
hears is a slew of bleeps and
dubbed phrases; Stan's final
speech was entirely reduced to
one bleep. In the face of pro·
Jihadist threat the fabric of our
society and our esteemed free·
dom of expression fray.
The cricitism Matt and Trey
recieved as "irresponsible pot
stirrers" is ludicrous. They
attack sacred aspects of every
faith, and have been doing it for
14 seasons. They still honored
the image of Muhhamed. I think
that the response to the episode
shows a unique intolerance. By
censoring this episode, do they
set a precedent for all relgious
parodies? Defaulting to violence
and murdering cartoonists over
satire? We are appeasing hate
groups at the expense of our fun·
damental rights.

Almost Achieving
Crazy Person Status
continued from page 3
to get back.
Once we got back I actually
ran with my giant bag of
chicken and biscuits to the
door to be let in, only to catch
the end of "Jane Fonda." (For
those of you who don't know
me, I do not run. Ever.) After
his set I was in his dressing
room arranging cabs for his
group to leave and yes, I am
fairly certain I made him
laugh in casual conversation. I
believe shortly thereafter I
told two of my friends that this
would be the happiest day of
my life, and that yes, that
includes my wedding day. Sad,
I'm aware. I was also able to
reach out and touch Snoop I
was so close to him, not bad.
Granted I would have been
tackled and suffocated by one
of his many bodyguards that
were probably retired NFL
linebackers, but that's how
close I was.
While this appears to just
be bragging, which clearly is
what this has turned into, the
point is I was like a little obese
kid in, not a candy shop, but a
free cake shop. And I wasn't
the only one. When we found
out Snoop was going to arrive
in a matter of minutes we all
casually discussed how it

would look really lame if we
were all outside in the hall
just waiting for him ... but did
we .do it anyway? Yes. We sim·
ply couldn't help it. Now I
don't want to give off the
impression I've achieved crazy
person status ... I didn't save
Snoop's leftover chicken to sell
on e·bay or anything (we ate
it ... ) nor did I save used sweat
towels (that's simply unhy·
gienic), I'm just saying you
really do have no control over
how much of an idiot you can
make yourself look like in
these situations. I'm pretty
sure if it was Kanye or Lil'
Wayne (though we know that's
not possible unless I was drop·
ping in to visit him in jail) I
would have gone into shock
and had to have been taken to
the Care Center. Which might
I add did have to be used on
Sunday. Haven't you people
heard of moderation? If
Mickey didn't intimidate me
so much in his women's jeans
and tats and Snoop wasn't so
well-protected I probably
would've been in there too.
Oh, and join EAC next
year. Especially those of you
who are going to complain
about how it's unfair you
couldn't have been involved.
Because that is absolutely
false.

n>ijat Was '!'our fcroorite
§pring n>eefienb moment?
"Snoop asking the
crowd if they like
to smoke pot."

"Going to bed afterwards!"
RachelFoeckl.ng'll

Christina
Mitropoulos '13

"Not really remem·
bering that ma.ny
moments."

"Observing the
Freshmen on our
team."

Brian Ford '11

Kalt :McCarthy &
Hadley Gleason '10

"White Panda. was
sick!"

"Snoop was more
incredible than I
thought.•

Caroline Snite '12

"I got hit in the
head with a base·
ball, and the guy
that hit me brought
me a beer and an
ice pack to ease the
pain."
Em.ma Belluomo '13

Andrew Weiss '13
:Meredith Fulbright
'13

NEWS
The Trinity Tripod

Trinity's Fundraising Efforts Successful
Trinity College has received
a $5 million challenge - the
largest conditional gift in its
history. The anonymous donor
has offered to endow a fund for
new scholarships, if at least 55
percent of Trinity's more than
20,000 living alumni are donors
to the College by June 30, 2010,
the close of the current fiscal
year.
The all-or-nothing giving
incentive will require 11,400
alumni donors. To date, the
College has attracted almost
6,500 alumni donors.
The
anonymous challenger has two
fundamental interests: returning Trinity to 55 percent alumni
participation, making it one of
few colleges nationally at that
level; and increasing the num-

her of eligible students receiving financial aid from Trinity's
dedicated scholarship resources.
Trinity's younger alumni
recently provided a huge boost
to the College's alumni donor
numbers when final results
were tallied for "March Mania,"
a themed fundraising competition between Trinity and three
peer liberal arts colleges in New
England - Bates, Colby, and
Hamilton. The competition was
to see which school would
receive, in one month, the
greatest number of alumni
donors in the classes of 20002009.
The final results?
Trinity: 733 donors; Hamilton,
661; Colby, 654; and Bates, 623.
Trinity graduate Sasha
Kravetz is a class agent for the

c o u RTESY OF MEREDITH DiPIETRO

Vanessa Lee '08, Sasha Kravetz '08, and Leighann Kinter '08 helped raise funds.

Class of 2008 who now lives in
New York City with two friends
she met at Trinity. She says her
experience at Trinity was
"extremely positive" and that
she feels good about asking
classmates to support the
College. A psychology major
while at Trinity, Kravetz works
in ad sales at Food Network
magazine. Her roommates, also
members of the Class of 2008
who contribute to their alma
mater, are Leighann Kinter,
who does consulting work for
Fidelity Investments, and
Vanessa Lee, who is teaching
for Teach for America while
studying for an M.S. in childhood education.
"I like the feeling of raising
money for Trinity, of helping
the school grow," Kravetz says.
"I've been getting the word out
on Facebook, helping make
sure my classmates know,
whether we give by the end of
June is going to make all the
difference between the $5 million gift happening ... or not."
For updated information
about the $5 million alumni
challenge, or to make a gift to
Trinity College, visit www.trincoll.edu/givingtotrinity
[Editors' note: The above is
a press release submitted by
the
Office
of
Alumni
Relations.I

College Implements
Surveys for Seniors
continued from page 1

written by September. The first
would be focused on the quesmajors with less representation tion, "Is there an academic projthan others."
ect that has excit"An issue for us in the
The goal is to
ed you?" She says
eventually get future is how to get a better that it would
a
balanced
"check if we're
representative sample."
sample of stuexciting students,
dents
from
and when and
every major
Rachael Barlow where the best
and from as
learning is taking
Director of the Social place."
many states
as possible.
Sciences Center
The
second
"An issue for
report would be
us in the future is how to get a on student satisfaction with
better representative sample," advising, which is a large reason
said Barlow. Many responders why the survey was developed in
have been students with very the first place.
strong opinions on the campus
The transcripts of the inter
climate, and Barlow's aim is to views are entirely confidential,
talk with more students who and students cannot be traced to
would typically avoid the inter their answers. Students are
views.
being matched with professors
Some of the questions include not in their major department
"What did you expect when you "so that they can be more honshowed up as a First-year?", est," said Barlow.
"What did you think you would
Conclusions from the data
major in?", "What did you think will be used in presentations to
your classes would be like?", and administrators and faculty.
"How has your advising been?"
Professor Barlow will also focus
Because the transcript of a on getting new faculty to do the
single interview is 20-30 pages of interviewing. She says, "You
single spaced data, it will take learn a tremendous amount from
over a month to start looking for conducting the interviews, and it
specific trend. Professor Barlow makes you rethink your own
aims to have two topical reports teaching style."

Prof. Dougherty, UCONN Receive Topography Fellows
continued from page 1
ing data on the MAGIC Web
site."
The collaborative work will
supplement a book Dougherty
is writing, On the Line: How
Schooling, Housing, and Civil
Rights Shaped Hartford and
its Suburbs, which looks at
the role of boundary lines con necting private homes and
public education during the
past century. He will be using
historical and contemporary
research that he has done
with faculty, students, and
community partners through
the Cities, Suburbs, and
Schools Project at Trinity, of
which Dougherty is the head
of.
The mission of the Cities,
Suburbs, and Schools Project
is to "explore the changing
relationship between public
schooling and private housing
in the metropolitan Hartford
region of central Connecticut,
from the early 20th century to
the present," according to the
project's Web site.
The project's contributors
have produced numerous published
and
unpublished
research papers and presentations, and have received
undergraduate
assistance
through the
Educational
Studies 308: Cities, Suburbs,
and Schools seminar, as well

as summer research assistantships funded by the Trinity
College Faculty Research
Committee and other campus
grants.
The "On the Line" Web site
offers prototypes of three
types of interactive maps:
"animated timeline maps that
show demographic change
over time, dual-window linked
maps that show past and present aerial views at the same
time, and interactive map
simulations to engage broader
audiences into viewing the
past through someone else's
eyes," according to a press
release on Trinity's Web site.
Using a Google Maps tool
included on the Web site,
users can compare past and
present images of any address
in Connecticut.
The maps will be available
on MAGIC's Web site for free,
and also put into a digital ebook that will be distributed
through a publisher sometime
in the near future.
Dougherty plans on using
the maps with libraries, classrooms, and historical societies
in 2010-2011, and hopes that
print and digital versions of
the book will be available the
following year.
Dougherty will also be
working with geographers and
technology specialists
at
UConn and Trinity, as well as

COURTESY OF www.aincoll.edu

Professor Dougherty's project will display past and present maps of the Greater Hartford region to aid historical research .

advisors from the "Long Civil
Rights Movement" digital initiative at the University of
North Carolina.
"The 'long civil rights
movemen" is also a spatially
widening one," says the "On
the Line" project's Web site.
"Our city and suburban histories are connected by the very
lines that separate us. These
stories have been shaped by a
past in which real estate firms
maintained the color line,
mortgage lenders mapped out
redlining, and elected officials
have drawn exclusionary zoning and attendance bound-

aries around private homes
and public schools."
Undergradu ate Education
and Geographic Information
Systems Librarian at UConn
Michael Howser, director of
the project at UConn, was
very pleased with the NEH's
funding.
"Through this fellowship
with Trinity College, MAGIC
will provide the citizens of
Connecticut and researchers
throughout the world with
increased access to the historical geography of the Hartford
region, through a series of
interactive maps and down-

loadable datasets," he said in
the Trinity press release.
Dougherty expressed his
happiness in the fellowship as
well. "We're delighted that
NEH is supporting our work
to help visualize the spatially
widening civil rights movement and to bring together
people who have lived and
learned on different sides of
the lines that divide us," he
said in the Trinity press
release
The "On the Line" project's
demonstration Web site can be
viewed
by
going
to
http://OnTheLine.trincoll.edu.
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Survey Shows Students Unhappy with Food, Media, TrinAir
calories with a so-so quality," another most of which go to waste. More impor- are genuinely trying to better the camtant, the articles aren't worth the pus climate. The SGA is one of the
student noted.
hours. The Cave received a 6.1 for
Students were then asked to com- paper they are printed on. Little to no worst student programs I have ever
quality, a 5.0 for variety, and an 8.1 for ment on environmental concerns and thought goes into making it, editing had to be in contact with," said anothhours. Lastly, students rated the recycling on campus.
mistakes are rampant, and overall it is er.
Next, students gave their opinions
Bistro as 7.3 for quality, 6.0 for variety,
"I think that each room, especially very unprofessional," one student
on the EAC and the
and 5. 7 for hours.
suites should have their own thermo- wrote.
Regarding
entertainment
Students were then asked to com- stat in the room. This would allow for
"The SGA should have to
options on campus.
ment on what changes they would like the rooms to be more efficient on fuel. TrinAir,
students
Opinions ranged
to see in Trinity's food options. All com- In my Summit suite often times it is were extremely dis- make their expenditures public.
ments were anonymous and many stu- too hot and in the middle of winter we pleased with the They show up drunk to meet- from full support of
the EAC's decision to
dents proclaimed their disappoint- would have to open windows. This is wireless network's
ment in Trinity's dining facilities.
just a terrible waste and would not be often-erratic reliabil- ings, they waste millions of dol- obvious disappoint"We
need
a problem at all if we all ity. "Wireless is a lars on useless shuttles, rides to ment with the commore healthier
"The Tripod should be dishad thermostats," a stu- mess and the netmittee.
"EAC
is
off-campus bars, and they do
excellent," one stuwork setup on camoptions everysolved. It prints an abhorrent dent wrote.
where and more
The 71-page report pus is extremely not allot enough money to pro- dent wrote while
low-fat foods for
amount of issues, most of
summary then asked stu- annoying. TrinAir in grams that are genuinely trying another
wrote,
people
with which go to waste. More impor- dents to comment on particular is usually
"These events are
to better the campus climate.
wastes of millions of
dietary restrictantly, the articles are not
Trinity's media options, very difficult to conThe SGA is one of the worst
dollars, literally, miltions," one stuThe
Trinity
Tripod, nect to - my computdent
wrote. worth the paper they are print- TrinTV, WRTC 89.3 FM er rarely just hooks
lions.
Stop trying to
student programs I have ever
appease the student
Numerous stued on. Little to no thought
Trinity's radio station, on, it frequently dishad to be in contact with."
body with half-assed
connects, and somedents
agree .
goes into making it, editing
and TrinAir.
entertainment and
"There are little
Students were asked times just can't conto
no
vegan mistakes are rampant, and over- to rate how they believed nect."
that
money
SGA Spring Survey put
towards
something
The
SGA
itself
·
options
in
all it is very unprofessional."
the Tripod "informed the
Mather. Often,
student body about the was also criticized i.n Anonymous Student Repsonse that has greater benefits for the Trinity
various issues on cam - the survey summary
there
is
no
SGA Spring Survey pus"
ranging
from report. "I find the SGA President's Community."
soymilk in either
The survey ended with student
fridge. A lot of Anonymous Student Response "Horribly" to "Very Well" global e-mails to be biased in that he
with 41 percent respond- sends global e-mails related to projects opinions on transportation, dormitory
the vegetarian
ing
"Adequately." his friends are working on. I think that conditions, and the academic climate.
options for one
meal are either all cheese or all Regarding Trinity's radio station, 87 the process for accessing wireless Most students wished off campus
steamed vegetables-neither, of which percent of student responders said Internet on campus could be easier," a transportation were easier and more
reliable and seemed to be pleased with
is a meal. I would like to see a vegan they never listened to WRTC 89.3 FM. student wrote.
"The SGA should have to make the professors and academics at
Again, students were encouraged to
sign on dishes and that there are more
and better vegan options," another share their opinions on Trinity's media their expenditures public. They show Trinity.
However, most students com anonymous commenter wrote.
outlets and both TrinAir and the up drunk to meetings, they waste millions of dollars on useless shuttles, plained about sub-par dorm conditions
"Healthier main courses other than Tripod were heavily criticized.
"Tripod should be dissolved. It rides to off-campus bars, and don't especially in North Campus, Little,
the salad bar would be great, as everything tends to be very high in fat and prints an abhorrent amount of issues, allot enough money to programs that and Frobb.

continued from page 1

News In Brief

COURTESY OF JULIA McGHEE ' 13

Campus Safety and event security at Psi Upsilon's Spring Formal featuring
The White Panda escorts an intoxicated concert-goer from the outdoor
concert on Saturday, April 24. After the unidentified male crossed the
barriers and vomitted, event security quickly forced him to leave the premises and receive medical attention.

Bret Michaels in Serious Condition

Homeless Man Left for Dead

Bret Michaels, rocker and reality tv
show star was admitted to the hospital
Friday, April 23 after suffering from severe
head pain. Referred to by doctors as a
"thunderclap headache," Michaels' head
pain was a result of a brain hemorrhage
and doctors have struggled in finding the
source ofMichaels'bleed. Michaels remains
in serious condition in the ICU under heavy
sedation while doctors work to find the
source of the bleed.

Hugo Alfredo Tale-Yax, 31, died on the
streets of New York, N.Y. after helping a
woman who was being attacked. Tale-Yax
was walking behind a man and woman when
they began arguing and the man became violent. When Tale-Yax intervened to help the
woman, the man allegedly stabbed him. TaleYax did not die immediately and video sur
veillance shows multiple people stepping over
his body. More than an hour later, EMTs
arrived but Tale-Yax had died.

Wal-mart Settles Class Action Suit

China May Ease One-Child Rule

In a 6-5 ruling, the 9th Circuit U.S.
Court of Appeals determined that Wal-mart
was guilty of gender discrimination regarding the pay of female workers. As a result,
Wal-mart willbe forced to pay billions of dollars in damages. The suit, which was first
filed in 2001, alleges that Wal-mart under
paid more than one million women although
the company refutes that figure. Wal-mart
plans on appealing to the Supreme Court.

Although China's controversial one-child
rule still remains in effect, officials are looking into the repercussions of easing reproductive restrictions. Even though China is
home to 1.3 billion people, the largest national population in the world, experts are concerned there will not be enough young workers to support an elderly population in the
future. However, 69 percent of women say
they would not want a second child.

Woman Responds t o Cleric's Belief

Hugh Hefner Helps Save the Si gn

Kazem Sedighi, a Muslim cleric, was
quoted in the Chicago Tribune insinuating
women who "do not dress modestly" cause
earthquakes. In response, Jen McCreight, a
Purdue University student, asked women
to wear revealing tops on Monday, April 26
to prove a woman's clothing choices do not
cause earthquakes. A 6.5 magnitude earthquake hit Taiwan on Monday although no
damages were reported.

The Trust for Public Land conserva tion group has succeeded in saving the
land around the famous Hollywood sign
in Los Angeles from housing developments. Hugh Hefner donated 900,000
dollars to the conservation group successfully putting them over the 12.5 million dollar mark the group needed to prevent housing developer to build on the
land surrounding the sign.

FEATURES
The Trinity Tripod

Two Seniors' Take On Having The Best Four Years Ever
NICOLE DUBOWITZ '10 &
JAMES E. KUKSTIS '10
FEATURES EDITORS

On the brink of graduation, it is
sometimes hard to tell how much I've
truly grown since freshman year.
However, when I think back to the first
few months of my time at Trinity, I
remember being somewhat overwhelmed and uncertain of how to navigate my college years and make the
most of them. Without any older sib·
lings to talk me through it, or a compre·
hensive guidebook specifically for
Trinity, I would have liked a wise, kind,
exceptionally talented and ridiculously
good· looking senior to turn to on the
subject. Unfortunately, there are none
of those on the Tripod staff, so you're
going to have to settle for James' and
my nostalgic ramblings. Just imagine
"Bittersweet Symphony" is on in the
background as you read this.

Join a club!
Nicole: Be it Tripod, Habitat for
Humanity, an a cappella group, a fra·
ternity, a pheasant hunting club, what·
ever - it is easy to get caught up in
small groups of friends here, and you're
bound to miss out on meeting new,
great people unless you go out of your
way to expand your horizons. Club
meetings, service trips, and so on are
an ideal way to break up weeks that
can otherwise be repetitive. And it's
never too late to start - check out the
activities fair at the beginning of the
year and get yourself on those e·mail
lists, just so you can stay updated about
your options
James: My co-editor is completely
right. Whenever I hear someone com·
plain about the lack of available opportunities on campus, I shake my head in
disbelief. Whenever I've talked with
prospective students, I've always raved
about the ability to achieve whatever
you want at Trinity. Not only are there
a multitude of organizations to join, the
Student Government Association (SGA)
makes it easy to start and receive fund·
ing for new clubs (maybe that pheasant
hunting club Nicole was talking about).
As someone who is involved in a num·

ber of campus organizations, I can say
for a fact that we are always looking for
new members.

Get a job on or off campus!
Nicole: This is a rewarding experi·
ence in more ways than one. The extra
money will obviously be nice to have,
and being able to keep a job as a full·
time student will be impressive to
potential employers. There are a wide
range of opportunities that can fit with
different schedules - many depart·
ments can even help you out if you are
interested in an internship or assisting
a professor with grading or research.
James: I work at Peter B's Espresso
Bar in the Library, one of the more
social jobs available on campus. Not
only did I get to know a lot of my co·
workers really well, but its library loca·
tion has introduced me to countless
other people at Trinity with whom I
have become friends. Besides introduc·
ing me to people I wouldn't otherwise
know, having a job while at school also
helped me learn to budget my time correctly, as I knew that I had to be at
work at a set time, and wouldn't be able
to leave until another set time. I had
the same experience while pledging my
fraternity; knowing that you have to be
somewhere at a certain time lets you
know that you have to finish whatever
you need to get done before the time
that work starts.

Get outta town!
Nicole: As convenient as it is to hang
around on campus all the time, I
strongly urge you to find fun outside of
campus, or even outside of Hartford. Do
a little homework or ask for help to find
out what's going on in the area restaurant week, for example, or
Oktoberfest. Taking advantage of your
surroundings is definitely gratifying,
and you'll expose yourself to so much
more than just the Trinity scene. If you
don't have a car, you can sign up for a
Zipcar account - it's not too much of a
process and not too expensive.
James: Having a car, or friends with
cars, is definitely a plus (or a Zipcar

Top 10
10. Disc on the Quad

membership, as pointed out before).
I've gone to New Haven for concerts,
went to New Britain to watch Rock
Cats minor league baseball, gone go·
karting, laser-tagging, and explored the
veritable richness of tackiness that is
the Berlin Turnpike. Don't be scared of
your surroundings, there is a lot to see
out there, and you can't complain about
it if you never try.

Maximize your reso urces!
Nicole: Speaking of taking advantage of your surroundings, make sure
you utilize all the resources available
on campus. Part of growing up, at least
for me, has been recognizing to ask for
help when I need it and to take initia·
tive to improve my circumstances these opportunities are not just going to
knock on your dorm room door. After
college, there will be no Writing Center,
Math Center, Career Services Office or
Counseling Center - at least not free
of charge. Well, so you're technically
still paying for them here, so use them!
James: I kick myself in the pants
everytime I think of the fact that I did·
n't know all the resources our library
has to offer until this year. I was work·
ing on a paper and about to pay for
archived articles from The Boston
Globe when I ran into Research
Librarian Erin Valentino, who told me
that I could just request the articles
and the Library could get them for me.
It was easy, free , and quick; I had PDFs
of the articles within days. The library's
extended network can get you virtually
anything you might need, from DVDs to
music to books to articles. I had to go to
the Watkinson Library for a class last
year, and was wowed by the number of
books they have. The people who work
there are also incredibly nice and help·
ful.

Try everything twice!
Nicole: Okay, so don't share dirty
needles or anything, especially not
more than once, but every so often you
have to break your own rules and take
on new experiences. And sometimes,
one chance just isn't enough to give
something a real shot - be open mind·

ed and allow yourself to go outside your
long-held boundaries or perceptions of
normalcy. This is how you can discover
who you really are and what you enjoy.
James: She speaks the truth.
College is a learning experience, and if
I think about myself as a First-year
compared with myself now, I feel like I
couldn't be more· different. There have
been more than one instance this year
when I've regretted not giving some·
thing a second chance after an initial
judgement years before: a peer, a pro·
fessor, an idea. The thought that I could
have embraced some of these things
earlier is minorly heart-breaking.

Try not to judge!
Nicole: At a small school, it's easy to
form opinions about others or judge
them based on even just one interaction
on a Saturday night. Sooner or later,
though, you'll find yourself making at
least one bad decision or engaging in
some behavior you'd criticize in some·
one else. As Baz Luhrmann said, "Don't
congratulate yourself too much, or
berate yourself either. Your decisions
are half-chance. So are everybody
else's."
James: I think the most important
part about what Nicole said directly
above is her reminder that we are at a
small school. Chances are you'll run
into those people again, and no one
hearts awkwardness. And just as you
might be assuming or hoping that you'll
change over the years you're here,
assume and hope that they will change
too. They could be thinking the same
thing about you.
In conclusion, here are a bunch of
cliches that you know already: College
is what you make of it. The more you
put into it, the more you'll get out of it.
To assume makes an ass out of "u" and
"me." And no matter what your guid·
ance counselors, parents, or tour guides
told you when you were applying to
schools, sometimes you have to do a little work to make a college a perfect fit
for you. Instead of getting discouraged
or complacent, take on Trinity and use
it up for all that it's worth.

ThingsWe WishWe Remember
About SpringWeekend

S. Bikinis on the Quad

2. Sunburns on the Quad
6. Jungle Juice on the Quad

1. Everything that Happened
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Frat Brothers

That's What

Fmally Outsmarted

She Said

'-~

Or. TriJnst
1st words vf" l.,oW
~\1.u,

T-Ot\C«'~l)'•

Dear Dr. Trincest,
I have a kind of guy friend
who I've had sexual tension with
for a while . Lately, we've begun
flirting pretty heavily, and it
seems clear that sooner or later,
we ' re going to hook up. I would
like this to be sooner rather than
later, but he seems to be playing
games with me . For instance ,
he ' ll ask me what I'm doing one
night, but when I hint that he
should come over, he says I live
"too far away. " WTF is going on?
From ,
Pissy Missy
Dear Pissy Missy,
Unless he is really the laziest guy
ever, it sounds like the boy in question
is playing games with you, in order to
see if you're serious about consummating your "kind of' relationship. He
should be more than willing to walk
across campus in order to score with
you, but let's give him the benefit of
the doubt for now.
It seems you have two choices: If
you are enjoying this cat-and-mouse
chase, you could keep it going and wait
it out, hoping he makes the first real,
straightforward move. Unless your
read on his intentions is totally wrong,
this is probably bound to happen. Or, if

you're getting impatient, you can take
matters into your own hands. At some
point, one of you is going to have to
make it clear that you want it, and it
might have to be you in order to speed
up this process. It's almost the end of
the year, you have nothing to lose turn this sexually tense kind of friendship into an awkward "I've·seen·younaked" kind of friendship.
Dear Dr. Trincest,
I'm pretty sure that my significant other has been posting
stuff about me on TrinTalk. Nice
stuff, don't get me wrong , but
still, I'm not too comfortable
knowing that details of our relationship,
particularly
those
detailing my secret tricks , are
available on the Web. Neither of
our names are up there , of
course , but there is no way that
this poster could be anyone but
my boyfriend. Also , does anyone
even go on that site anymore?
Heartz ,
Cyber-Sexed
Dear Cybersexed,
First of all, apparently people still
go there. One of the admins tells your
favorite Ph.D. here that unique visits
are up more than ever! But you're

Last weekend, one wily high
In true Spring Weekend style,
school girl earned mad street cred AT was thoroughly impressed by
when AT spotted her successfully a few gentlemen who had a 40pick the lock of a fraternity door foot funnel extended down from
with a handy safety pin. This little their dorm room window for
sister is definitely ready to partake thirsty students all over the
in some Trinity debauchery, and Quad to enjoy on Saturday's
could even teach AT a thing--~ T.J~nny afternoon. Frankly, it
or two ... not that AT ~\.."""'A:'
•'I/\,.was the longest hose
e~er ~as trouble get~4...") ~
~ V)'-~that AT has ever
ting mtn frats ...
~
'< t,een.

7"'

Must Be This
Fit To Cop a Feel
So we all know that AT would
never approve of nonconsensual
groping, but if you're gonna go
for it, at least try to be discreet.
That being said, there was nothing discreet about a half-naked,
morbidly obese fraternity brother
feeling up on girls' asses last
Saturday afternoon as he tried to
force them inside the house.
Come on buddy, put down the
cupcake and have a little class.

'

Cocky Cock
Cocks Cock
AT was reminded why our fine
country has decency law& this
weekend at White Panda when a
varsity athlete decided to show off
his varsity athlete to an eager and
willing dance partner. Seemingly
at the drop of a hat (or of some
mesh shorts), said player's basilisk
was out in full force, and he
admired himself as he shook ... it
... around. AT will need years of
therapy to forget this.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

right, your bofo shouldn't be posting
details of your unique visits up there.
Should you confront him about it?
Unclear, it might not be worth it if he's
just going to get upset about it. Maybe
you should take it as a sign that you're
doing things exceptionally well, that
is, as a compliment, and then slip him
a compliment that you're glad he's not
one of those losers trolling the ACB
late at night. If that doesn't stop him,

he's clearly not smart enough to handle what you're packing.

Are you currently mending a . bro·
ken heart? Wondering how to spice up
your usual hookup? In desperate need
of some wonderful non-partial advice
from a trusted sexpert and love
genius? Be sure to send all of your
questions
to
Dr. Trincest
at
tripod@trincoll.edu.
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Nine Musical Integral Production, Students Deliver Perfect Ten
ELIZABETH AGRESTA '11
MANAGING EDITOR

This past weekend, the
Trinity College music department put on the 1982
Broadway musical Nine (based
on the Federico Fellini film
872). The show, directed and
conducted by Professor of
Music Gerald Moshell, featured
an ensemble cast of 26 performers: 23 Trinity students, and
three young boys (the absurdly
talented Seany Ellis, Yoni
Halle, and Wally Phelps) who
portrayed lead character Guido
Contini and his two friends as
children, respectively.
The musical, which follows
the declining career and ensuing psychological breakdown of
Guido Contini (Ben Feldman
'10), a famous Italian film
director whose mental stability
deteriorates as he tries to balance his marriage, his career,
and his various affairs. Much of
the musical takes place in
Guido's head, and consists of
memories, fantasies, and musings, usually related to the
women in Guido's life: his wife,
Luisa Contini (Kat Lawlor '10),
his mistress, Carla Albanese
(Caroline Newhall '10), his
leading lady, Claudia Nardi

(Katie-Lou Ingraham '12), his
mother (Holly Yarmosh '11), his
sometimes-advisor and the
show's narrator, Our Lady of
the Spa (Ellie Anderson '11),
and a prostitute from his
youth, Sarraghina (a role split
between Elaine Castillo-Rojas
'12 and Amanda Sweat '12).
In reality, the setting is a
spa in 1960s Venice, where
Guido suggests he and Luisa
take some time to "get away
from it all." While there, he is
accosted by his producer,
Maurice LaFleur (Liliane
LaFleur in the original script;
the role was performed by Will
Yale '12), who insists he fulfill
the terms of his contract and
start working on another film.
Much to Luisa's chagrin, Guido
reluctantly agrees and spends
the rest of the musical struggling to write the script and
reconcile his relationships with
Luisa, Carla, and Claudia.
Characters like the German
tourists (Elliot Faust '12,
Ashley Ardinger ' 12, Emily
Turner '11, Sean Snyder '13,
and Sweat) and the housekeeper Mama Maddalena (Perin
Adams '13) add some muchneeded levity to what is other
wise a fairly dramatic production.

Feldman's convincing and
moving portrayal of a man
experiencing a mid-life crisis,
however, was upstaged (in a
good way) by Lawlor's performance as his long-suffering wife
Luisa. Based on her perform·
ance, it would seem that the
show is more about Luisa and
her struggle to find a place in
Guido's world(s): reality and
imagination. Her solos, "My
Husband Makes Movies" and
"Be On Your Own," were
expressive and poignant where
they could easily have been
trite or overwrought. The undeniable chemistry between
Feldman and Lawlor even in
the midst of marital discord
made them a compelling pair to
watch, and thus the driving
force of the musical.
The "other women" in
Guido's life were exceptionally
well cast. Newhall's portrayal
of Carla managed to be at once
hilarious, sensual, histrionic,
pathetic, and pitiful. The contrast between her burlesque
Act I number, "Only With You,"
and her farewell to Guido at
the end of the musical,
"Simple," served to re·empha size the fact that Newhall is a
masterful young actress and
singer with great range and

PHOTO COURTESY OF NICK LACY

Female cast members of Nine swoon ove r Guido Contini (Ben Feldman '10).

emotion. lngraham's turn as
Claudia was similarly emotional, and she gave a lovely rendition
of "Unusual
Way"
(although I'm not sure the song
is suited for the Menzel-esque
belting treatment it was given).
Perhaps the best and most
engaging parts of Nine, however, were the ensemble pieces.
Song-and-dance numbers like
"Overture Della Donne," "Not
Since Charlie Chaplin," "The
Germans at the Spa," and "Ti
Voglio Bene/Be Italian" were
expertly choreographed by
Julia Strong and Micah
Tougas, and extremely well-

blocked and organized considering the size of the cast. In
particular, "Be Italian," the Act
I finale, was the best scene in
the show, with Sweat and
Castillo-Rojas leading the
entire cast in an energetic
tarantella and chorus.
Nine is an extremely difficult show to pull off, but
Trinity's performers did so with
great gusto and talent. The
musical was certainly a high
note for the many seniors in the
cast to end on, and it shows
great potential for underclassmen in the musical theater program.

"

Longo, Shim Offer Joint Thesis Both Counterposed, Unified
CHAU PHAM '12
ARTS CONTRIBUTOR

The latest exhibition at the
Broad Street Gallery featured
the thesis works of senior studio
arts majors Kim Longo and
Richard Shim. While at first the
two artists' mixed-media focuses
seemed counterposed, there was
a sense of harmony between the
two sides of the gallery. Longo's
black and white photographs of
winding vines and branches
complemented Shim's bright,
landscape-based paintings. The
themes of growth and progression emitted by both groups of
works were fitting, considering
the fact that the artists will soon
be graduating.
Longo, whose focus is photography, created a series of large·
scale photographs of forest
growth from around the Greater
Hartford area in her "New

Photographs." The artist noted
that the photographs are a com·
mentary on corrosion, as the
trees and plant life shown are
from bits of nature lost on the
sides of highways. While this is
an interesting look at the sparse
amount of nature left surrounding us, the pictures became
repetitive and predictable. When
observed on an individual level,
there are strong aesthetic values
in each work. The branches and
vines emphasized depth and
movement. In some of the photographs, the variety of tone and
texture captured allowed for the
viewer's eyes to sink deep into
the space. In one particular photograph, an exaggerated con·
trast between branches and sky
hinted towards Jackson Pollockstyle abstraction. The viewer
could
sense
juxtaposition
between the observed control
strokes of dark on light with the

PHOTO COURTESY OF KIM LONGO '10

Longo captures the sparsity and corrossion of fo rest growth in the Hartford area.

actual nature of a tree's fractals
climbing toward the sky. Longo's
photographs took nature into
abstraction.
On the other side of the
gallery were Shim's paintings "I
Live Here." All of uniform size,
the rhythm was enhanced by the
repetition of skyscraper like rec·
tangular prisms on one point
perspective landscapes. Thick
layers of varied oil colors on canvas were reminiscent of Ernst
Kirchner. From painting to
painting the viewer felt they
were watching the construction,
or destruction, of a society, a feeling evoked by transposition of
the structures from landscape to
landscape. Shim, whose focus
was on painting, said his work is
a study on the "relationship
between nature and human
development - how they coincide and interact." He described
how the relationship thrives in
his home, Korea, where it is com·
mon to see non·descript rectangular structures dominating the
skyline in the same panorama as
open space, parks, and even rice
fields.
While many of Shim's paintings feature the rectangular
prisms soaring over plant life,
the piece that he painted last
showed a stark shift in scale. A
large, red, cubic tree stands in
the foreground. Here, unlike his
other works, nature confronts
the viewer where buildings line
a path into open space. Shim's
manipulation of rhythm and pattern made for a fascinating body
of work that kept viewers capti-

PHOTO COURTESY OF RICHARD SHIM '10

Shim's rectangular prisms, set against nature, prompt viewers to construct a story.

vated.
Along with the exceptional
bodies of work on display, both
artists paid careful attention to
the gallery's overall ambience.
The students spent their semester not only working on their art,
but also learning the ins and
outs of professional exhibition
standards. Their skills were evident in the harmony established
between the two sides of the
gallery. Shim's paintings flowed
in a way that asked the viewer to
construct a story from the repeti·

tion of the rectangular prisms.
While Longo's photographs
seemed repetitive, their well
strategized placement both
allowed breathing room between
works, and caused her images to
melt together in the viewer's
mind.
Thursday's opening was,
unfortunately, under attended.
Those that did not get to see the
exhibition missed out on a visually enriching experience, created by two talented student
artists.
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MICKEY AVALON

Life Portraits,
Candid Friends
of Frog Hollow

LMFAO

GREG MONIZ '11 &
BENJAMIN KOREN '11
ARTS CONTRIBUTORS

At Union Station in downtown
Hartford, we met Devon, a 19-year-old
who was born in Hartford, Conn., and
now lives in Windsor, Conn. She works as
a grocery clerk, and had just returned
from visiting her boyfriend in New York,

N.Y.

BANTAM BOOK REVIEW

WEEKLY FEATURE

THEADORA CURTIS '10
ARTS WRITER

A 12-yearold girl, a hotel concierge,
and a mysterious Japanese widower, all
with one thing in common: their extraor
dinary minds. The Elegance of the
Hedgehog is the story of 54-yearold
concierge and self-described "toad" Renee
Michel, and the people she allows to discover the genius behind her front of deepest banality.
A woman raised in utter poverty, an
anybody who received little special attention, Renee decided early on that her
above average I.Q. and below average
position in the social hierarchy could not
exist harmoniously (at least not so long
as both were acknowledged by the outside world). And so she created her own.
Concierge of an upscale hotel in Paris,
Renee convinces her workplace's wealthy
inhabitants that she is dull by all
accounts, capable of offering only the
most generic responses (or muffled
grunts) in response to the few attempts
at conversation she must entertain. Her
own living quarters, however, paint a different portrait. Full of books on German
ideology, still-life paintings (a special
obsession), and the Russian literature
that she loves so much, Renee inhabits
two spheres: one in which she plays the
role that the disinterested masses
assume she fulfills, and one enriching

her hungry mind with mankind's higher
pursuits - a lonely existence to say the
least. Until...
Enter: Paloma. A resident of one of
the hotel's higher floors, Paloma is fiercely intelligent, pitifully bored, and painfully distant from her well-heeled parents
and pseudo-philosopher elder sister. 12year-old Paloma decides (as clear mindedly and calmly as though she were
choosing between gel pen colors) to end
her life, though not before burning down
her apartment at a time when she's sure
no one will get hurt. In an effort to create
something of substance during her last
weeks on the planet, she begins two projects: a series of pensive entries called
"Profound Thoughts," and "Journal of the
Moving World," a more general commentary on the day-to-day mishmash that
further drains her young soul of hope for
the universe. Between musings on the
power of art to grant meaning, the symphonic perfection of correct grammar,
and the disgust she experiences at
recounting her mother's overpriced visits
to a vapid therapist, Paloma starts to
wonder if there isn't something a little
different about the concierge. When a
handsome and polite newcomer, Mr. Ozu,
moves into the building, Paloma finds not
only a new friend, but a fellow who
shares her suspicion of the brilliance that
lies beneath the grunting woman operating the elevator.
The Elegance of the Hedgehog is a
story of such hope and rebirth that it

G&B: How did you meet your boyfriend?
DEVON: We met at school. I ended up
going to Jobcorp to finish up my high
school, and we ended up being put in
there together. We were in the same
class, and I don't know, we were friends
and then after just ended up going from
there. And now I'm just always going to
New York to see him.
G&B: What makes you the happiest
throughout the day?
DEVON: Just not being in the house,
just going anywhere. It doesn't matter
where I go . . . going somewhere. I like
adventure, just as long as I'm getting into
something new every day.

COURTESY OF bookishlyfabulous.files.wocdpcess.com

could be mistaken for a romantic comedy,
were it not for author Muriel Barbery's
smart, thoughtful, and enlightening execution. The appeal of the story itself is
rivaled only by the genuinely hilarious
and truly provoking bits of thought, wisdom, and faith bestowed by her characters. A book that could have easily lapsed
into pretension manages to retain compassion and depth throughout. Despite
the theme of a generally misinformed
population, it seems everyone got it right,
placing this one on the Bestseller list.

•

G&B: What is your favorite memory
from your childhood?
DEVON: When I was little, I used to live
over in New Britain. I had a whole bunch
of neighbors; they would all come over to
my yard. I had like the biggest yard on
the block. And we just all would have,
like, stupid little dance competitions, and
make, like, grass pie - competitions just
about a whole bunch of stuff - everything. My house was like the house to be
at because we had the big yard and we
just built clubhouses and stuff. I loved
that.
G&B: When was the moment when you
felt like an adult for the first time?
DEVON: When I moved out on my own,
and I had to pay my own bills, and do
everything by myself. [The experience]
was a lot harder than I thought it would
be. Your parents make it seem so easy,
but actually doing it on your own it's like
"wow," to be responsible and actually save
your money, and budget.
G&B: What is your favorite part about
adulthood?
DEVON: You could do whatever you
want. You don't have to ask permission
from anyone. If you wanna say "Hey, I
wanna go here, and I wanna come back
next week" you can do it because you
don't have anyone telling you what to do.

TRINITY COLLEGE CHOIR SPRING CONCERT
The Trinity College Choir will perform its spring concert this Friday, April 30, from 7:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. in the
Chapel. The performance will feature Messe en l'honneur du Saint-Sacrement, op. 103, by 20th century Belgian compos~r Joseph Jongen. The Mass is richly scored for choir, two trumpets, four horns, three trombones, tuba, and organ, all oJ
!Which will take full advantage of the Chapel's sonorous acoustic environment. A composition student of Richard Strauss
IJongen went on to compose for a wide range of ensembles, and also served as director of the Brussels Conservatoire for
Im.any years. The concert, presented by the Trinity College Department of Music, will be conducted by John Rose, College
Organist and Adjunct Professor of Music, ex officio. Vaughn Mauren '07, who recently received his Master's degree from
lthe Yale School of Music, will be the organist. Members of the Hartford Symphony will supply the brass parts.

G&B: That's why you're here now, right?
DEVON: Yes!

Admission is free.

TRINITY COLLEGE CHAPELS SINGERS MAY DAY CHORAL CONCERT
The Trinity College Chapel Singers present the "May Day" choral concert in the Chapel this Saturday, May 1, at 7:30
p.m. The Chapel Singers are Trinity's oldest student organization, founded in 1824. Current leaders are President Finley
Harckham '10, and Vice President Courtney Soule '10. The program will consist of music from a wide variety of periods,
from Tudor motets to a setting of the Magnificat, which was composed for the Chapel Singers by Robert Edward Smith,
Chapel Composer in Residence. Mr. Smith was recently honored for 30 years of special service at Trinity. Other works
include compositions by Ralph Vaughn Williams, Chesnokov, Harris, and Howells. The concert will be conducted by John
Rose, College Organist and Director of Chapel Music, with Benjamin Feldman '10. Matthew Phinney '10, Senior
Assistant Chapel Organist, will accompany.
Admission is free, but donations to the Chapel Singers' fund are welcome.

•

GREG MONIZ 'I I I PHOTO CONTRJBUTOR
Devon, Hartford resident, waits at Union Station .
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Farce, Finance, and Fierce Haircuts: My 10-Year Plan
I think we can all agree that one of the most pertinent issues today for college students and young adults is without a doubt the job matlet. Though I will luckily be studying ab rm.cl this summer, last May I was fo n.:ed to seek gainful employment at home. I
failed miserably, and with the dark cloud of my pending unemployment looming large, I
faced the prospect of yet another summer spent watching "Golden Girls" marathons and
despettelytrying to get my parents to stop complaining. I decided I had to do something,
so I embarked upon that collegiate rite of passage known as the unpaid internship. I
laughed, I cried, and I daresay I even learned a thing or two, Wiich I would now like to
share.
My internship was at a private wealth management group located outside of
Albany, N.Y, Wiich for those of you not in the know is a booming center of commen:e.
That last part is a lie. Despite the fact that I had no idea what my superiors actually did for
a living, I quick 1y became the Patrick Bateman of upstate NY Th at part is not a lie. I am
Steadman 's eyes are dead. Just like all his dreams.
not suggesting that I was particularly successful at my job, because I wasn't. The comparison is relevant because of the myriad other parallels that exist between us. For instance, we both share a penchant for Valentino suits and Phil Collins'
solo wotk. Additionally, we both got our jobs thanks to our fathernand are both almost constantly on the brink of going utterly insane (Note to freshmen: most of the above paragraph is alluding to a little-known 2000 film called American Psycho. It was also a book, but who cares? You should try to
reference the film, which is somewhat of a cult classic at Trinity, Wienever possible, no matter how inappropriate it may seem. Otherwise, people will
think you go to Wesleyui and try to buy drugs from you. The Registtar's office will prob aHy automatically transfer you there too, and you 1 have to start
wearing Croes and become a Film Studies major. Not that there's anything wrong with that).
So I took on the challenge of fulfilling my role with gusto, but the reviews were mixed at best. My bosses raised their eyeb ro.vs when I hung a
pottrait of Ronald Reagan in my cubicle. They pointed out that, despite the fact that I did admittedly look kind of professional sitting at my desk shouting into the phone, I (A) didn't know what any of the word; I was using or the ''Asian markets" I was re fe ning to were, and (B) I wasn't talking to anyone, as the "phone" I was using was in fact a fax machine. They even confiscated the J&B under my desk, but I think the final straw was during week
four, when I failed to hand in the spreadsheets they requested. Instead, I submitted a lengthy indictment of the Obama administration's economic policies, written in all capital letters and featuring a crude rendering of yours truly in a top hat, smoking a cigar and sitting in a Black Hawk helicopter surrounded by bags with dollar signs on them.
It was then that the question of my competence was raised, and my father insisted that I "stop all this horses-t and get serious, god damn it."
Since I am a bit of a traditionalist and find the Internet to be a dark and frightening place, I headed straight to the local library, armed with a list of classics works of economics by authors like Smith and Galbraith. As you might have guessed, I strolled out of the library sans books, although not for the
reasons you might have guessed. But I did leave the library with something that day, and that something was a plan. And also several issues of Cat Fan9'
Magazine. You see, whilst perusing the economics section, I noticed something curious. Adam Smith, a figure in economics so great that even I am
vaguely familiar with his wotk, had five titles to his name. Suze Orman, a financial writer and commentator who specializes in giving advice such as
checking the pockets of one's winter coats for forgotten change, had sixteen titles. Though she is fairly well-nspected and seemingly bright, she has also
come under some fire for several outrageous misrepresentations she's made, in ch:ling but not limited to staunchly claiming 18 ye a rn of Wall Street experience when a simple Google search reveals she only has seven. Orman was named one of Time Magazjnff;, most influential people of 2008 and controls
a lucrative multimedia empire that was built upon similarly outlandish claims, and stating information so painfully obvious that a Leap Frog educ~onal
toy would probably be better suited to explain it.
Needless to say, I was blown away. It appeaml that Orman was just as unqualified for her job and just as big a charlatan as I was. It was as if
God himself had descended and revealed to me his divine truth. On that fateful day in the library, I discovered that maybe I could one day make something out of myself too, provided I could figure out the secret of Suze's success. I spent the rest of that summer figuring out said secret at my internship, stopping only occasionally to demand someone get me coffee, yell into my Bluetooth, and make Xeroxes of my butt. Because I'm an idiot, you
see.
I managed to narrow that intangible "Suze Factor" down to four basic elements: name, haircut, demeanor, and friends. At this point I feel I
should point out that though her name is spelled "Suze," it is actually pronounced "Suzy." Did I or did I not just blow your mind? Her unusual name
gives her an undeniable flair that she has been able to segue into many profitable ventures, in duding her own program on the Home Shopping Network.
Some of you may have noticed that my parents chose to spell my first name with an "h" in it, something that I never understood, as dropping the "h"
results in "Megan," Wiich is more or less the same name as the one I have. Now I understand why. I will henceforth refer to myself as "Megh," with
a silent "h," a name as confident and bold as the image I will project to potential clients.
Like the biblical Samson, I have always thought that my powers derived from my flowing mane. However, I now realize that my hair will someday act as a detriment to my career, and I will be forced to cut it short. No one can take you seriously with long hair (Mickey Rourke, I am looking at
you). The second element is Suze 's haircut, Wiich simultaneously brings to mind the majesty of a preening peacock and the coldness of Kate Gosselin.
In other won:ls, it commands respect. Though it will pain me to have to cut my hair, I can only imagine that I will be comforted by the knowledge that
doing so will bring me one step closer to my lifelong dream; having a swimming pool filled with money and being really mean to poor people, like
Scrooge McDuck.
Perhaps most important is Suze's demeanor, the third factor. You see, in order to be as successful as she is, I needn't pursue higher education or
gain any sort of license that would qualify me to give financial advice. All I have to do is come up with quotable gems like, "Self-worth equals net worth."
Talk about change we can believe in! Combine that with book titles such as The Monry Book far the Young, Fabulous, and Broke, (which is in a bold aquamarine and lime green font, natch!) and you \e basically got yowself a CNBC talk show deal.
The final component, Sm.e's famous friends, is a paradox of sorts, similar to the age-old "chicken and the egg" question. Did Suze get her QVC
television program because Oprah featuml her in her book club? Or does Suze get to kick it with Steadman and Gail on O's yacht because she was
already so massively important? The wotil may never know, and frankly I'm too lazy to do any reseanil and figure it out. I do know, however, that if I
can somehow convince Oprah to like me, I will enjoy massive success in all my endeavors.
So this past summer, I learned what I am truly capable 0£ When I graduate and face a job market wherein literally thousands of people that
are smarter than me will be competing with me for jobs, I shan't despair over my lack of competency. Nay, I will simply be like Suze, and bulls--t my
way to the top. I have succeeded in somehow convincing people that I am intelligent before, and I am confident I can do it again. I just need ~e help
of nepotism, the right haircut, a splash of sass, and some good old-fashioned American hucksterism. Look out, world: here comes Megh.
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Softball Drops Two Versus Bowdoin New NFL Draft Format
Changes How Teams Pick
KAYLA CHADWICK '12
SPORTS WRITER

The Trinity College softball
team dropped two of three at
Bowdoin this weekend, bringing
its record to 19-10 overall, and 83 in New England Small College
Athletic Conference (NESCAC)
play, good for winning percentages of .655 and .727. The
Bantams are ranked second in
the NESCAC East Division,
trailing only 'fufts, who is 16-11
overall, and 6-2 in the NESCAC.
The Bantams split a doubleheader at 'fufts on Sunday, April
18, winning, 6-5, before falling,
3-2.
Bowdoin outscored Trinity by
a 19-17 margin, including a 4-0
shutout in the final contest . The
first game of the series, played
on Friday afternoon, was
Trinity's sole win, and it took a
five-run seventh inning for them
to claim victory. The Bantams
jumped out to a 3-0 lead on a
homerun by shortstop Patricia
Cipicchio '10 in the first inning,
and then a 5-0 lead with an RBI
triple and single for outfielder
Jessica Tait '10 and infielder
Katherine Stoltenberg '11,
respectively. Kristen Anderson
'11 was the winning pitcher in
the game, tossing 2.1 innings
and allowing 2 earned runs.
Saturday was decidedly less
favorable for the Bantams, as
they lost both games of the doubleheader. The first game of the
day commenced at noon, and
was lost in dramatic fashion,
with the potential tying run
thrown out at home plate after a
Kerry McCarthy '13 fly ball.
This happened after Trinity had
pulled within one run despite a
6-3 deficit to begin the inning.
Anderson took the loss, with two
innings of relief and four earned
runs allowed. Outfielder Amelia

SPO RTS WRITER
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The Bantams are currently second in the NESCAC East behind Tufts Unive rsity.

Mostovoy '13 belted a home run
in the loss, and Caroline
Blanchard '13 went 3-for-4 with
two RBI.
The final game of the weekend was dominated by Polar
Bear pitcher Kara Nilan, who
tossed a complete game shut
out, holding the Bantam bats to
just five hits in seven innings,
with no walks and four strikeouts. Stoltenberg was the only
Trinity batter to get more than
one hit off the dominating Nilan,
going 2-for-3. Though Trinity's
other three hits all went for doubles (by Blanchard, Mostovoy,
and Nicole Nardella '11), the

the Bantams, while his counterpart, Bobcat goalie Adam
Scharff, made eight.
While the team isn't getting
the victories it wants in conference play, several players are
still having outstanding years.
Cullen in eighth in the conference in scoring with 23 goals,
and is leading the conference in
game-winning goals with four.

Bantams could not plate a run
as Bowdoin set a team record for
most wins in a season. Trinity's
starting pitcher, Katherine
Poulos '12, allowed three earned
runs on nine hits over six
innings in the loss.
The Bantams lost 2-1 to
Tufts on Monday, April 26, and
play a doubleheader against
Eastern Connecticut State on
Tuesday, April 27. The Bantams
will play another doubleheader
at home against Wesleyan on
Wednesday, April 28, to finish up
the regular season. Trinity
College softball is undefeated at
home thus far in 2010.
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Junior Nicole Nard ella had 2 RBl in the 4-0 win over Manhattanville on April 20.

Strong Final Quarter
Lifts Men's Lax to Win
continued from page 16

LaDainian Tomlinson. The
Dallas Cowboys traded up to the
24th pick to draft controversial
In late April, baseball season wide receiver Dez Bryant out of
is finally under way, while Oklahoma State, a player with
teams lucky enough to make it unquestioned athletic ability
to the postseason slug it out in but serious character and matuthe NBA and NHL playoffs. Yet rity issues. Cowboys owner
somehow, the NFL is still able to Jerry Jones passed on all-star
steal center stage in the sports receiver Randy Moss in the
world nearly five months before 1998 draft because of character
the season kicks off. I'm talking issues and has regretted it
of course about the NFL Draft. since. Bryant has the potential
The 2010 NFL Draft was a to be every bit as electrifying a
break from tradition, a prime- player as Moss is.
time event that drew record ratAnother trade resulted in
ings, and the effects of the the controversial choice of this
changes implemented this year year's most heavily scrutinized
will have an impact that out- player. The Denver Broncos,
lives the careers of the college who have been involved in mulhopefuls selected.
tiple blockbuster trades in
For the first time in its 75- recent years, moved back into
year history, the draft took place the first round to select Florida
over a three day period, begin- quarterback Tim Tebow. Tebow
ning on Thursday, April 22, at is a Reisman Trophy winner, a
7:30 p.m. , instead of on a two-time national champion, a
Saturday as it had been in the tremendous athlete, and an
past. This new format was inspiring leader with off-the
implemented primarily for charts intangibles. However, he
· financial reasons, but it also had lacks ideal size for the position,
a significant impact on the way has an awkward throwing
that the draft played out. motion, and has a tremendous
Lengthening the draft gave learning curve to surmount
team officials and scouts more before he is ready to run a protime to adjust their draft boards style NFL offense. Most teams
and barter trades based on the had Tebow rated as the number
moves that other teams made.
four quarterback in the draft,
As a result, several teams but he was the second one
were able to position themselves taken. He'll join a team that
to pick up key players at posi- hasn't had a winning season in
tions of need that otherwise three years and already has two
would have been unattainable. young quarterbacks in Kyle
The San Diego Chargers were Orton and Brady Quinn. If
one of these teams, giving up Coach Josh McDaniels is able to
their third, fourth, and fifth mold Tebow into an NFL-caliber
round picks to move up in the starter, this will be remembered
first round and take running as the greatest pick of the draft.
back Ryan Matthews, filling the If he cannot, the Broncos will
vacuum left in the Chargers' most likely be looking for a new
backfield after the departure of Head Coach.
RICHARD MALLER '11

Looby is tied for 15th in the
conference with 11 assists.
On Monday, April 26, the
team traveled to Norton,
Mass., to play a game against
the Wheaton College Lyons.
The Bantams came away with
a 14-9 victory.
The Bantams have their
final game and home game of
the season on Friday, April 30,
against the Amherst College
Lord Jeffs.
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Harper Cullen '10 is one of the leading scorers in the NESCAC with 23 goals.

THE TRIPOD CONGRATULATES ...

THE WOMEN'S
CREW TEAM
THE BANTAMS DEFEATED
IN-STATE NESCAC RIVALS
CONNECTICUT COLLEGE AND
WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY LAST
WEEKEND TO WIN THE
EMERSON CUP.
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Inside Sports:
The sotball team loses
twice to Bowdoin,
page 15

The Trinity Tripod

Golf Wins First NESCAC Championship in Program History
ANN WALLER CURTIS '12
SPORTS EDITOR

The Trinity College men's
golf team won the New England
Small
College
Athletic
Conference
(NESCAC)
Championship last weekend in
impressive fashion. The title is
the first in the history of the
Trinity golf program, and with
the win the Bantams secured
the NESCAC's automatic bid to
the National Collegiate Athletic
Association
(NCAA)
Tournament on May 11-14. The
NCAA tournament will be
played at the Hershey Links
and Country Club in Hershey,
Pa.
Prior to their breakthrough
win, the Bantams had finished

second in two of the last three
NESCAC
Championships,
falling both times to Middlebury
in a tiebreaker.
After an impressive first day
of play, the Bantams held a commanding 15- shot lead over second place Williams College, and
finished the tournament on
S"\lnday 16 shots in front of the
runner-up Middlebury College
Panthers.
Leading the way for the
Bantams was Alex Bermingham
'12, who capitalized on a strong
opening round to finish first
overall. Bermingham shot a 68
in the first round on Saturday,
and a 77 on Sunday. His round
of 68 was the lowest round for
any player in the tournament on
the par 71 course, and his 145

tournament total was one shot
better than the two Middlebury
golfers who tied for second
place.
Josh Grossman '10 shot
rounds of 73 and 7 4, and Reid
Longley '10 finished the weekend with scores of 72 and 77.
Longley , was named the
NESCAC player of the year in
2006 and 2008, and Grossman
won the award in 2007. Jay
Driscoll '11 and Dave Anderson
'10 rounded out the championship team for the Bantams,
who totaled a 598 team score
over the two-day tournament.
The defending champion
Middlebury Panthers finished
second, followed by Hamilton
College and Williams, who finished third and fourth.
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The NESCAC C hampion Trinity men's golf team after the win on Sunday.

W. Lax Earns No. 1 Seed in NESCAC Men's Lacrosse Defeats
Bates in Tight Contest
KAYLA CHADWICK '12
SPORTS CONTRIBUTOR

If you haven't been paying
attention to women's lacrqsse
this spring, you've been missing
out. The Trinity women have
quietly been putting together a
stellar season, and their 12-1
record is good for the best winning percentage of any spring
sport.
According to Head Coach
Kathryn Livesay, the team's successes can be largely attributed
to "the experience and leadership of our upperclassmen. Our
experience has allowed us to
limit our turnovers and play
much more composed and disciplined lacrosse. This year's team
has been the most consistent
performing group that I have
ever coached. Another key to our
success has been the depth on
the team."
Among these upperclassmen
are tri-captain midfielder Sarah
Remes, who contributes to nearly every play, and Annie Cook
'10 and tri-captain Carrie
Wolcott '10, who anchor the
defense. Rachel Romanowsky
'11 and Caitlin Irvine '11 have
been leading the scoring effort
for the Bantams, along with
midfielder Liz Bruno '12.
This Saturday's win against
Bates was quite a game for
Bruno, who scored two goals and
caused eight turnovers, while
Irvine managed to factor into
half of Trinity's 10 goals, scoring
three and assisting on another
two. The Bantams ended up
winning, 10-5. Trinity outshot
Bates 20-12, while goalkeeper
Gina Dinallo '12 recorded four
saves. Dinallo and fellow goalkeepers Steph Fisher '12 and
Olivia Whitney '13, are partially
responsible for Trinity's conference· leading
fewest
goals
against per game.
Lest you believe that

ALEX FITZGERALD '10
SPORTS EDITOR

II

COURTESY OF COACH KATHRYN LIVESAY

Rachel Romanowsky '11 was named the NESCAC Player of the week for April 19.

Trinity's success will be graduating with its upperclassmen, rest
assured that there are plenty of
First-year
and
prom1smg
Sophomore players to keep the
winning
"tradition
alive.
According to Coach Livesay, "We
have a tremendous group of
First-years who are not only
incredibly talented but are very
enthusiastic and positive ...
First-years Megan Leonhard,
Mal Hinman, and Kaitlin

Hildebrand '13 have seen consis·
tent time and have given us
some much needed depth this
year." All told, there are nine
First-year players on the Trinity
squad, and nearly 60 percent of
the team is made up of underclassmen.
The Bantams will play their
final game of the season this
Friday, April 30, at Amherst,
and will commence their postseason play on Sunday, May 2.

Alisen Urquhart '12 scored three goals in the win vs. Eastern Conn. on April 22.

The Trinity College men's
lacrosse team beat the Bates
College Bobcats, 9-5, on
Saturday, April 24, securing
their second conference win of
the year. The Bobcats are still
winless in New England Small
College Athletic Conference
(NESCAC) play. With the win,
the Bantams improve to 2-6 in
the conference and 8-6 overall.
Bates falls to 0-7 in the conference and 4-7 overall. The game
was ultimately decided in the
fourth quarter, as Trinity
outscored Bates 4-1 to secure
the victory.
Trinity started the game
strong, scoring three goals in
the opening quarter. The first
goal came just over a minute
i~to the game.
Bates' Reid
Whelan was given a slashing
penalty in the opening minute,
giving Trinity an early one·
man advantage, and attacker
Harper Cullen '10 put the
Bantams on the board. Just a
couple of minutes later, the
Bantams doubled their total
after midfielder Max Alderman
'11 scored after a pass from
midfielder Andrew Williamson
'10. Williamson created chance
after chance for the Bantams
on the afternoon and ended up
with three assists and one goal.
Tim Delany put Bates on
the board with just three·anda-half minutes left in the first
quarter, cutting the Bantam's
lead to one. The Bantams
responded quickly, getting a
goal from midfielder Ray
Mooney '10 just 30 seconds
later, putting Trinity up 3-1
after one quarter.
Bates responded with two
goals in the first four minutes

of the second quarter, tying the
score at three. A goal from
Williamson gave the lead back
to the Bantams for the majority of the second. With just four
minutes left in the half,
Bobcats
midfielder
Rob
Highland scored, tying the
game once again. It looked as if
the teams would be tied at halftime before attacker Jeff
Hebert '13 set up attacker Greg
Brennan '11 for the go-ahead
goal just two minutes before
the break.
With no goals scored in the
third period, Brennan's goal
stood as the difference until he
added his second of the day
minutes into the final quarter.
David Barrett responded for
the Bobcats, halving the
Bantams' lead with eight minutes left in the game. Bantam
goalie Dominic Piselli '13
stopped all the other Bobcat
shots in the final period to preserve the win for the team.
The Bantams added another three goals as the game was
winding down to make sure the
Bobcats could not come back.
Nick Shaheen scored with
seven·and·a-half
minutes
remaining, and then Hebert
and Cullen added a couple of
insurance goals in the final six
minutes.
Williamson led the team
with four total points on the
day, while Cullen and Brennan
each contributed with two
goals. Kevin Looby '11 had two
assists for the Bantams as
well.
The teams were relatively
even in shots, with Bates taking 27 in the game and the
Bantams taking 30. Piselli
made seven stops in goal for

see STRONG on page 15

